Special Clause for Air Cargo with Named Peril Extension

In case of insurance on “Named Perils” conditions, the following clause shall be applied in place of clause 1 of the Institute Cargo Clauses (Air) (excluding sendings by Post) incorporated herein.

This insurance covers, except as excluded in clause 3, 4 and 5 of the Institute Cargo Clauses (Air) (excluding sendings by Post)

1. loss of or damage to the subject-matter insured reasonably attributed to
   1.1 fire or explosion or lightning
   1.2 aircraft crash and/or aircraft impact, forced or crashed landing caused by engine and/or air pressure trouble or electrical and/or mechanical breakdown in flight
   1.3 overturning or derailment of land conveyance
   1.4.1 collision or contact of aircraft with any external object other than a runway
   1.4.2 collision or contact of vessel craft or conveyance with any external object other than water
   1.5 vessel or craft being stranded grounded sunk or capsized
   1.6 discharge of cargo at a port and/or an airport of distress.

2. loss of or damage to the subject-matter insured caused by
   2.1 general average sacrifice
   2.2 jettison and overboard
   2.3 entry or sea lake or river water into any conveyances container or place of storage

3. total loss of any package lost dropped whilst loading on to, or unloading from aircraft or vessel.

Subject always to the terms, conditions, limits and exclusions contained elsewhere in this policy.